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IMPORTANCE The relative outcomes of onabotulinum toxin A injections for treatment of
adductor spasmodic dysphonia (ADSD), ADSD with lateral laryngeal tremor (ADSD+LT), and
lateral LT without ADSD are unclear.
OBJECTIVE To compare the outcomes of onabotulinum toxin A treatment on ADSD,
ADSD+LT, and lateral LT without ADSD.
DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS A retrospective cohort study was conducted from
January 1, 1990, to September 30, 2016, at a tertiary referral voice center. Participants
included 817 patients treated with onabotulinum toxin A injections for diagnosis of ADSD,
ADSD+LT, and lateral LT without ADSD.
EXPOSURE Injection of onabotulinum toxin A into the thyroarytenoid/lateral cricoarytenoid
muscle complex.
MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Data from patient diaries were used to evaluate
patient-perceived effectiveness of onabotulinum toxin A injection. Primary outcomes were
(1) patient-reported good voice days (voice breaks or tremor minimized to patient
satisfaction) and (2) percentage of injections in which maximal voice quality was reached
(significant or complete reduction in vocal tremor or spasms during a treatment cycle).
Multivariate analysis of variance tests compared differences in outcomes between groups.
Subanalysis was performed to compare outcomes in patients with isolated LT with those who
had mixed tremor (lateral with concomitant anterior-posterior and/or vertical components).
RESULTS Of 817 patients treated with onabotulinum toxin A injections for laryngeal
movement disorders, 548 patients (12 771 injection sessions) met inclusion criteria (ADSD:
n = 328, ADSD+LT: n = 77, lateral LT without ADSD: n = 143). Of these, 408 (80.8%) were
women; mean (SD) age was 57.2 (13.7) years. Among patients with tremor, those with isolated
LT had better outcomes than those with mixed tremor. In adjusted analysis, good voice days
in patients with ADSD, ADSD+LT, and lateral LT without ADSD were 81.1, 75.4, and 71.3 days,
respectively (partial η2, 0.05; 95% CI, 0.01-0.09). The percentage of maximally beneficial
injections was 88.1% for ADSD, 83.4% for ADSD+LT, and 70.4% for LT without ADSD (partial
η2, 0.12; 95% CI, 0.06-0.17).
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Onabotulinum toxin A injections into the thyroarytenoid/
lateral cricoarytenoid muscle complex are an effective treatment for ADSD, ADSD+LT, and LT
without ADSD; however, the greatest effectiveness was observed among patients with ADSD.
Defining tremor directionality may help to prognosticate the effectiveness of onabotulinum
toxin A injection among patients presenting with tremor components.
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L

aryngeal movement disorders consist of a broad spectrum of diagnoses, including spasmodic dysphonia (SD)
and laryngeal tremor (LT).1 Spasmodic dysphonia is a
focal dystonia characterized by adductor (ADSD), abductor
(ABSD), or mixed (ADSD+ABSD) spasms of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles during phonation.2,3 Of these, ADSD is the most
common variant (82%-92%) and has been extensively
studied.4-6 Laryngeal tremor is characterized by rhythmic
hyperactivity of either the intrinsic or extrinsic laryngeal
muscles, resulting in a periodic oscillation of the phonatory
apparatus.1,7-9 Tremor of the intrinsic laryngeal musculature
occurs in 26% to 53% of patients with SD.4,10-12
Although the cause of these laryngeal movement disorders is unclear, imaging and neuropathologic evidence suggest that tremor originates from cerebellar dysfunction and
SD involves basal ganglia–cortical abnormalities.13,14 Neural
dysfunction in both brain regions is present in patients who
have combined SD and LT.15 Studies also reveal differences
in age and sex between patients with ADSD, ADSD with LT
(ADSD+LT), and LT without ADSD.3-5,7,12,16-25
Despite these differences, onabotulinum toxin A is used
for treating all of these conditions. 7,26,27 Onabotulinum
toxin A has been shown to improve subjective patient outcomes, acoustic factors, perceptual variables, and quality of
life in ADSD. 2,6,20,28-32 Although no comparative studies
exist, small, noncomparative case series of patients with LT
treated with onabotulinum toxin A have shown variable and
generally inferior benefits compared with those observed in
cases series of patients with ADSD.7,8,21,22,33,34
Poorer treatment success in tremor may arise from disease
heterogeneity. Variable intralaryngeal and extralaryngeal muscles
can be affected, resulting in periodic oscillations in the vertical,
anterior-posterior, and/or lateral axes.1,7-9,35 Although the
thyroarytenoid/lateral cricoarytenoid (TA/LCA) muscle complex
has been shown to be the most commonly affected muscle
complex in LT, involuntary movement arising from beyond
the muscles of the vocal fold proper have been suggested to
contribute to inconsistent efficacy of onabotulinum toxin A
treatment.9,22,35 Based on its directionality and electromyographic
findings, it is hypothesized that the LT variant is mediated by the
same adductory muscles responsible for ADSD; therefore, onabotulinum toxin A may have comparable outcomes in both
conditions.8,35 The aim of the present study was to compare
patient-reported onabotulinum toxin A treatment outcomes between those diagnosed with ADSD, ADSD+LT, and lateral LT without ADSD. In addition, outcomes of treatment between those with
isolated lateral type and mixed tremor (MT) variants (lateral with
concomitant anterior-posterior and/or vertical components) were
compared. Patient-reported outcomes derived from patient diaries were selected because optimizing the patient experience by
reducing or eliminating symptoms is the ultimate treatment goal.

Key Points
Question What are the comparative outcomes of onabotulinum
toxin A treatment of adductor spasmodic dysphonia, adductor
spasmodic dysphonia with lateral laryngeal tremor, and lateral
laryngeal tremor without adductor spasmodic dysphonia?
Findings In an adjusted analysis of a cohort study, all 548 patients
benefited from onabotulinum toxin A; the mean number of days
with a good voice was higher for patients with adductor spasmodic
dysphonia (81 days) than for patients with lateral laryngeal tremor
with or without adductor spasmodic dysphonia (75 and 71 days,
respectively).
Meaning Onabotulinum toxin A is an effective treatment for
laryngeal dystonias included in this study. Careful selection of
patients with tremor can result in comparable onabotulinum toxin
A outcomes to similar patients with adductor spasmodic
dysphonia.

dardized phonatory tasks combined with laryngoscopic examination aid in diagnosis. Laryngeal tremors are categorized as lateral, vertical, anterior-posterior, or mixed based on directionality
of laryngeal movement (eAppendix 1 in the Supplement). All
tremors identified in medical records review were confirmed by
rereviewing each patient’s laryngoscopy findings (P.N.P., J.C.S.,
C.G.G., and D.O.F.), and at least 2 investigators confirmed the
tremor directionality. Isolated lateral LTs were recognized as repetitive rhythmic medial compression of the true and/or false vocal folds during phonation without evidence of anterior-posterior
or vertical components. Injection of onabotulinum toxin A into
the TA/LCA muscles for ADSD and LT is predicated on these
movement disorders being actuated by these muscles.8,22 Thus,
only tremors with a lateral component that involve intrinsic adductory laryngeal muscles are considered candidates for onabotulinum toxin A treatment at our center.
This retrospective cohort study was performed in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki,36 Good Clinical Practice, and
applicable regulatory requirements. The Vanderbilt University
Medical Center Institutional Review Board approved this study
with waiver of informed consent.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Patients diagnosed with and undergoing onabotulinum toxin A
treatment for ADSD, ADSD+LT, LT without ADSD, and MT between January 1, 1990, and September 30, 2016, were included
and followed up over time. Patients with ABSD and mixed SD
(ADSD+ABSD) were excluded. Only patients with 3 or more treatment visits were included. Patients who failed to prospectively
complete their treatment diaries were systematically queried during their intake by voice-specialized speech-language pathologists regarding voice quality over the previous injection period.

Treatment Approach

Methods
Diagnostic Approach
On initial evaluation, laryngologists and voice-specialized speechlanguage pathologists collaboratively examine each patient. Stan294

At treatment visits, patients undergo injection of reconstituted
lyophilized onabotulinum toxin A into the unilateral or bilateral
TA/LCA muscle complex with a hollow-bore, 27-gauge Tefloncoated electromyography needle (Allergan Pharmaceuticals).
Electromyography guidance has been previously described.6,20
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Outcomes
Patients have been consistently recording outcomes using the
same diary system since 1990. Certified speech-language pathologists review patient-reported outcomes from the diary with each
patient during preinjection interviews. These values are entered
into the patient medical records at every onabotulinum toxin A
visit. Two patient-reported voice outcomes were extracted for
this study.
Good Voice Days
Three phases of voice changes occur after each onabotulinum
toxin A injection (Figure 1). The first phase is characterized by a
variable period of suboptimal voice (eg, breathy, rough) ranging
from 0 days to several weeks. In the second phase, patients typically experience a plateau of good voice in which voice breaks and
tremor are minimized. Good voice days are a patient-reported outcome derived directly from diaries and enumerate the number
of days that a patient perceived his or her voice to be significantly
improved. For tremor, we defined good voice days as days when
there was no or mild tremor (ie, values 0 and 1) and bad voice days
(ie, values 2, 3, and 4) on the 5-point tremor scale (eAppendix 2
in the Supplement). For ADSD, good voice days were considered
those without any symptoms or symptoms less than 50% of the
time involving voice spasms with complete understanding of
speech by others (0 and 1 on a 6-point scale) (eAppendix 2 in the
Supplement). For combined ADSD and tremor, good voice days
required 0 and 1 on both scales. The third phase involves the declining quality and gradual return of voice breaks and tremor that
become noticeable by the patient. Poor voice in phases 1 and 3 can
represent significant proportions of each treatment cycle.32 The
patient-reported duration of phase 2 (good voice days) was used
as a primary outcome.
Percentage of Injections With Maximal Voice Quality
Patients self-report in diaries whether they achieved optimal
voice quality after each injection, defined as no discernable
tremor or voice spasms for any duration of time (even if short)
within phase 2: rating of 0 on either tremor or ADSD scale
(eAppendix 2 in the Supplement). This outcome was extracted
for each patient injection, and the percentage of injections with
maximum voice quality was calculated (eg, 30 injection sessions
with maximum obtained / 40 total sessions ×100 = 75%).

Variables Collected
Medical record data extraction was performed by an investigator and confirmed by a second independent investigator to ensure data accuracy. Extracted were the described outcomes, patient characteristics (ie, age, sex, race/ethnicity, and active tobacco
jamaotolaryngology.com

Figure 1. Phases of Onabotulinum Toxin A Treatment Cycle
and Voice Quality
Roughness or breathiness
Spasms or tremor

Phase 1

Phase 2 (good voice)

Phase 3

Severity of Symptoms

Injection dosing and laterality are adjusted based on diaryderived, patient-reported outcomes and preferences with the
shared goal of optimizing time of good voice and minimizing the
breathy period or swallowing adverse effects. Specifically, the
diary asks patients to grade the severity of voice breaks (0, no
symptoms to 5, voice spasms present 100% of the time) and
tremor severity (0, no tremor to 4, can hardly talk) (eAppendix
2 in the Supplement). After each onabotulinum toxin A injection,
patients maintain this diary of voice outcomes.

Original Investigation Research

Onabotulinum
toxin A injection

Time

Phase 1, variable period of suboptimal voice (eg, breathy, rough) immediately
after onabotulinum toxin A injection with decreasing or reduced tremor or
spasms; phase 2, plateau of good voice in which voice breaks and tremor are
reduced or eliminated (primary study outcome); and phase 3, gradual return of
voice breaks and tremor.

and alcohol use at the start of treatment), and treatment variables
(ie, dosing, laterality [right/left/bilateral], and number of injection sessions).

Statistical Analysis
Variables were checked for outliers and erroneous values,
updated where necessary, and analyzed using SAS, version
9.4 (SAS Institute). We calculated descriptive statistics for
patients with ADSD, ADSD+LT, and LT alone with regard to
hypothesized potential confounders and clinical characteristics. We tested for the significance of differences across
disease groups using analysis of variance for continuous
variables and the χ2 test for categorical variables. A similar
comparison was made between patients with LT and those
with MT.
Next we used analysis of variance to test whether the
diagnosis at patient presentation is associated with differences in onabotulinum toxin A treatment outcomes (ie, the
number of good voice days and the percentage of injections
resulting in maximum voice benefit) and estimate the effect
size for onabotulinum toxin A treatments. In these analyses,
we sequentially adjusted for potential confounders. The
first model adjusted for age at initiation of onabotulinum
toxin A treatment, sex, and race/ethnicity. The second
model additionally adjusted for the number of injections
and injection interval, and the third model further adjusted
for current smoking, alcohol use, and employment status.
To control for multiple comparisons, the Tukey-Kramer test
was used to adjust P values from between-group comparisons. We estimated partial η2 and a corresponding 95% CI as
a measure of effect size for onabotulinum toxin A treatment
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Figure 2. Study Flow Diagram With Inclusions and Exclusions
817 Laryngeal movement disorders
269 Excluded
122 Diseases excluded
43 ABSD
17 Mixed SD
62 Tremor without
lateral component
147 Treatments excludeda

143 Laryngeal tremor
43 Mixed tremor
328 ADSD

77 ADSD+LT

100 LT

ABSD indicates abductor spasmodic dysphonia; ADSD, adductor spasmodic
dysphonia; mixed SD, ADSD+ABSD; mixed tremor, combination of lateral and
vertical and/or anteroposterior tremor; ADSD+LT, adductor spasmodic
dysphonia with lateral laryngeal tremor.
a

Patients with fewer than 3 injections and lack of follow-up. There is overlap
between these factors (eg, patient may have received only 1 injection and did
not return for follow-up).

and computed adjusted means and corresponding 95% CIs
for patients with ADSD, ADSD+LT, and lateral LT. The effect
size, as measured by η 2 value, is interpreted as small,
approximately 0.02; medium, approximately 0.13; and
large, approximately 0.26. Differences in means at a
2-tailed, unpaired P value ≤.05 were considered statistically
significant. It was not possible to perform adjusted analysis
for the comparison between LT and MT given insufficient
statistical power.

Most patients were women (408 [80.8%]), white (408 [80.8%]),
and employed (55.4%). Patient characteristics varied significantly
by the type of movement disorder (Table 1). Patients with ADSD
were younger (52.3 years) compared with those with ADSD+LT
(63.3 years) or LT (68.6 years). A total of 248 (75.6%) women were
in the ADSD group compared with 67 (87.0%) and 93 (93.0%) of
those with ADSD+LT and LT, respectively. Patients with lateral
LT were treated with lower mean onabotulinum toxin A doses
and had fewer injections. The mean number of injections was 19.7
(95% CI, 18.4-20.9) for ADSD, 14.6 (95% CI, 12.0-17.2) for
ADSD+LT, and 8.2 (95% CI, 6.0-10.5) injections for LT (η2 = 0.14;
95% CI, 0.08-0.19). The mean interval between injections did not
differ significantly between groups.

Voice Outcomes
The number of good voice days was nonsignificantly higher in
ADSD compared with ADSD+LT and LT patients in unadjusted
analyses (ADSD, 78.0; ADSD+LT, 74.9; LT, 71.8 days; η2 = 0.01;
95% CI, 0.0001-0.03) (Table 1). However, in multivariable analyses (Table 2) that adjusted for age, sex, and race/ethnicity differences, patients with ADSD had a higher number of days with a
good voice compared with those with ADSD+LT or LT alone
(η2 = 0.02; 95% CI, 0.0004-0.04). These differences remained
significant after further adjustment for number of injections, injection interval, smoking, alcohol use, and employment status
(η2 = 0.05; 95% CI, 0.01-0.09) (Table 2). Both unadjusted (Table 1)
and adjusted (Table 3) analyses demonstrated that patients with
ADSD had a higher percentage of injections in which they attained
a maximum benefit (88.1%) compared with ADSD+LT (83.4%)
and LT (70.4%; η2 = 0.12; 95% CI, 0.06-0.17).

Discussion
Results
In all, 817 patients were treated for laryngeal movement disorders (16 512 injection sessions), of which 548 patients with ADSD
(n = 328), ADSD+LT (n = 77), and LT without ADSD (n = 143) met
the inclusion criteria (12 771 injection sessions) (Figure 2). Patients
with lateral LT without ADSD were divided into LT (n = 100) and
MT (eg, lateral and vertical directionality; n = 43) cohorts.

Directionality of Tremor
In preliminary analysis, the mean number of good voice days was
greater in patients with lateral LT compared with those with MT.
The mean difference in the number of good voice days was 11.3
(95% CI, −1.0 to 23.5), the mean being 72.7 (95% CI, 61.2 to 84.2)
days for LT and 61.4 (95% CI, 46.9 to 75.9) days for the MT group.
The mean percentage of injections in which maximal voice quality was achieved was higher for the lateral LT group (65.5%; 95%
CI, 52.3% to 79.3%) than the MT group (57.7%; 95% CI, 40.6% to
74.8%), with the mean difference being 8.1% (95% CI, −6.3% to
22.5%). Further analyses included lateral LT and excluded MT.

Patient and Treatment Characteristics
Overall, patients had a mean (SD) age of 57.2 (13.7) years and received 15.7 (11.8) injections, with 121 (35) days between injections.
296

To our knowledge, this is the first study to directly compare
patient-reported outcomes of onabotulinum toxin A for treatment
of ADSD, ADSD+LT, and LT. Currently, no standardized protocol
exists to measure the effectiveness of onabotulinum toxin A injections in treating voice disorders; therefore, a variety of measures has been used.37,38 Patient-reported outcomes were used
in this study because a patient’s self-perceived function is the ultimate measure of treatment success. The 2 patient-reported outcomes used to measure treatment benefit were duration of treatment effect (number of good voice days) and the percentage of
injections with maximum voice benefit obtained.
Several differences in treatment characteristics between
groups were identified. Patients with lateral LT had the fewest mean number of injections and lowest mean injection dosages. These findings are due to the expanding indications for
onabotulinum toxin A during this time. Onabotulinum toxin
A treatment of patients with ADSD has been well established
at our center since 1990; however, the routine practice of injecting patients with lateral LT has been more recently implemented. Furthermore, refinement in technique over this period has resulted in lowering the starting dosage (eg, from 2.5
to 1.25 units). These 2 factors explain why patients with LT had
fewer mean injections and lower mean onabotulinum toxin A
dosages.
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Table 1. Patient Characteristics at Baseline and Follow-upa
ADSD
(n = 328)

Variable
Age, mean (SD), y

ADSD + LT
(n = 77)

52.3 (13.0)

LT
(n = 100)

63.3 (11.5)

68.6 (9.3)

248 (75.6)

67 (87.0)

93 (93.0)

White

264 (80.5)

64 (83.1)

80 (80.0)

Black

11 (3.4)

4 (5.2)

5 (5.0)

Other

53 (16.2)

9 (11.7)

15 (15.0)

Women, No. (%)
Race/ethnicity, No. (%)

Current smoking, No. (%)

55 (16.9)

2 (3.0)

2 (2.1)

Current alcohol use, No. (%)

143 (43.6)

33 (42.7)

31 (33.7)

Employed, No. (%)

219 (66.8)

31 (39.7)

35 (36.5)

Dose of injection, mean (SD), units
Left

2.20 (0.92)

2.06 (0.80)

1.72 (0.60)

Right

2.18 (0.87)

2.05 (0.81)

1.69 (0.59)

Injections, mean (SD), No.
Interval between injections, mean (SD), days

19.7 (13.2)

14.6 (9.2)

8.2 (5.4)

120.7 (32.5)

126.3 (38.0)

121.0 (33.4)

Injections reaching maximal quality, mean (SD), No.

90.7 (12.6)

80.9 (23.4)

71.5 (22.3)

Good voice days, mean (SD)

78.0 (25.9)

74.9 (35.9)

71.8 (24.3)

Abbreviations: ADSD, adductor
spasmodic dysphonia; LT, lateral
laryngeal tremor.
a

Percentages are variable due to
incomplete data resulting in
differing denominators.

Table 2. Differences in Duration of Days With a Good Voice Following Treatment With Onabotulinum Toxin A
Adjusted Mean, % (95% CI)a
Model

ADSD

ADSD + LT

LT

Partial η2 (95% CI)b

1c

82.6 (77.1-88.0)

76.9 (69.3-84.5)

72.7 (65.4-79.9)

0.02 (0.0004-0.04)

2d

80.3 (77.0-83.6)

72.7 (68.1-77.3)

72.3 (67.8-76.9)

0.04 (0.03-0.07)

3e

81.1 (77.0-85.3)

75.4 (70.1-80.7)

71.3 (66.2-76.5)

0.05 (0.01-0.09)

Abbreviations: ADSD, adductor spasmodic dysphonia; LT, lateral laryngeal
tremor.
a

Days with a good voice following onabotulinum toxin A treatment.

b

The effect size, as measured by η2 value, is interpreted as small, approximately
0.02; medium, approximately 0.13; and large, approximately 0.26.

c

Adjusted for age at start of onabotulinum toxin A injections, sex, and race.

d

Additionally adjusted for number of injections and injection interval.

e

Further adjusted for smoking, current alcohol use, and employment status.

Table 3. Percentage of Onabotulinum Toxin A Injections That Reached Maximum Effect
Adjusted Mean, % (95% CI)a
Model

ADSD

ADSD+LT

LT

Partial η2 (95% CI)b

1c

88.7 (85.3-92.1)

79.1 (74.4-83.8)

69.8 (65.3-74.3)

0.13 (0.08-0.18

2d

88.4 (85.1-91.8)

79.4 (74.7-84.1)

71.3 (66.7-75.9)

0.10 (0.06-0.15)

3e

88.1 (83.6-92.6)

83.4 (77.7-89.2)

70.4 (64.8-76.0)

0.12 (0.06-0.17)

Abbreviations: ADSD, adductor spasmodic dysphonia; LT, lateral laryngeal
tremor.
a

Onabotulinum toxin A injections with a maximum effect.

b

The effect size, as measured by η2 value, is interpreted as small, approximately
0.02; medium, approximately 0.13; and large, approximately 0.26.

Directionality of Vocal Tremor
Prior small, noncomparative case series in which patients with
LT were treated with onabotulinum toxin A showed beneficial
treatment effects, but these outcomes have been inferior to results for ADSD.5-7,21,22,30,33,35 Inferior effectiveness has been attributed to muscular involvement beyond the intrinsic adductory laryngeal muscles, which manifests in multiaxial laryngeal
motion.1,7-9,35 It has been suggested that patients with LT would
benefit most from onabotulinum toxin A; however, to our knowledge, this hypothesis has yet to be evaluated systematically in
a large cohort.
jamaotolaryngology.com

c

Adjusted for age at start of onabotulinum toxin A injections, sex, and race.

d

Additionally adjusted for number of injections and injection interval.

e

Further adjusted for smoking, current alcohol use, and employment status.

In this study, we found that patients with LT have greater
benefit than those with the MT variant. They had a 10-day longer duration of treatment effect and 8% more injections that resulted in maximal voice quality. These findings support the use
of a previously described vocal tremor scoring system in which
a more favorable treatment outcome is seen in patients when the
score given to the true vocal folds was equal or greater to the mean
of the scores given to other anatomic laryngeal and pharyngeal
sites.35 In this scoring system, the anatomic localization of tremor
to the vocal cords is synonymous with identifying tremor as being
of lateral directionality in this study. Patients with MT benefit
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from TA/LCA onabotulinum toxin A treatment likely by attenuating any intrinsic adductory muscle contribution. It is postulated
that the greater the predominance of the lateral component in
patients with MT, the better the treatment effectiveness of onabotulinum toxin A.

Another finding is the intermediate voice outcomes of patients with ADSD+LT. Based on epidemiologic and neurophysiologic data, some suggest that this disease entity is a phenotype of dystonia and not tremor.48 However, our findings of
intermediate demographic variables and prior neuroimaging
findings showing cerebellar contributions in ADSD+LT suggest that this disease may be a distinct process—in some studies referred to as dystonic tremor—that is on the spectrum of
voice disorders that include ADSD and tremor.15 This possibility is further supported by our findings in which patients with
ADSD+LT responded to onabotulinum toxin A with outcomes intermediate to those with ADSD and LT.

Treatment Outcomes
Onabotulinum toxin A proved to be an effective treatment for
ADSD, ADSD+LT, and LT but was most effective for patients with
ADSD who had a mean of 10 more good voice days than those
with LT and 6 more good voice days than patients with ADSD+LT.
Similarly, patients with ADSD had more injections after which
they obtained maximal quality than patients with either
ADSD+LT or LT. However, these findings must be considered from
a clinical perspective, as statistical significance and clinical relevance are not equivalent.39 These data should not be interpreted
to mean that onabotulinum toxin A is not an effective treatment
for ADSD+LT or LT. The clinical significance of these differences
is relatively minor (a few days). Put another way, the mean proportion of time spent with good voice days in treatment cycles
(phase 2/overall duration between injections) was similar between ADSD, ADSD+LT, and LT.
Nonetheless, a difference in effectiveness was observed. Although differential effectiveness is likely owing to greater intrinsic adductory muscle contribution to the laryngeal movement
disorder, other possible explanations have been advanced. One
difference may be divergent pathophysiology between ADSD,
ADSD+LT, and LT. Imaging and neuropathologic evidence suggest that the cerebellum and basal ganglia–cortical network are
the sites of dysfunction in LT and ADSD, respectively.13,14
ADSD+LT shares abnormalities at both anatomic sites.15 Prior data
have suggested that, although afferent abnormalities contribute
to dystonia and onabotulinum toxin A can alter the excitability
of the cortical motor areas in SD, there may not be such an afferent component in the tremor cerebellar outflow pathways.22,40-42
There may be a reduced therapeutic effect of onabotulinum toxin
A in patients with LT and ADSD+LT. It is also possible that agerelated changes are more likely to occur in the older tremor population and that preexisting vocal fold atrophy may necessitate
lower onabotulinum toxin A doses to minimize adverse effects.
If true, these lower doses may reduce treatment effectiveness.
It remains unclear whether differential effectiveness can be overcome by the addition of systemic medications (ie, β-adrenergic
antagonists, anticonvulsants, and benzodiazepines) that have
previously been used alone for LT and ADSD+LT.43-47
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